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VLADIMIR PUTIN SAYS ISIS IS FINANCED BY 40 COUNTRIES INCLUDING G-20
MEMBERS
WOULD BACK MODERATE SYRIAN OPPOSITION

PARIS - MOSCOW - WASHINGTON, 16.11.2015, 22:04 Time

USPA NEWS - Russian President Vladimir Putin says he´s shared Russian intelligence data on Islamic State financing with his G20
colleagues: the terrorists appear to be financed from 40 countries, including some G20 member states...

Russian President Vladimir Putin says he´s shared Russian intelligence data on Islamic State financing with his G20 colleagues: the
terrorists appear to be financed from 40 countries, including some G20 member states.

During the summit in antalya, Vladimir Putin told the journalists, 'I provided examples based on our data on the financing of different
Islamic State units by private individuals. This money, as we have established, comes from 40 countries and, there are some of the
G20 members among them,'

'I´ve shown our colleagues photos taken from space and from aircraft which clearly demonstrate the scale of the illegal trade in oil and
petroleum products,' he said.

Vladimir Putin also added 'Some armed opposition groups consider it possible to begin active operations against IS with Russia's
support. And we are ready to provide such support from the air. If it happens it could become a good basis for the subsequent work on
a political settlement,'...'We really need support from the US, European nations, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Iran'

Vladimir Putin said 'We need to organize work specifically concentrated on the prevention of terrorist attacks and tackling terrorism on
a global scale. We offered to cooperate [with the US] in anti-IS efforts. Unfortunately, our American partners refused. They just sent a
written note and it says: “˜we reject your offer´'

'But life is always evolving and at a very fast pace, often teaching us lessons. And I think that now the realization that an effective fight
[against terror] can only be staged together is coming to everybody'

Ruby BIRD
http://www.portfolio.uspa24.com/
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